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At that time, he can use the Poison Sutra to come in handy to detoxify. 

 

temporary. 

 

They live on East Island. 

 

Levi Garrison also further maintained the vitality of Levilia’s body and prevented toxins from attacking. 

 

He found that the toxin was too cunning, pretending not to attack, but in fact slowly making small 

moves. 

 

After all, this poison contains too many toxins, some of which are very cunning, and it is even more 

troublesome to adapt to Levilia’s body. 

 

Now Levilia is still showing a state – lethargy. 

 

If she is awake, her vitality will be depleted, and her consciousness will be active, and it will easily 

stimulate toxins. 

 

Therefore, the state of lethargy is her body’s subconscious protection of herself. 

But it can’t go on like this. 

 

Levilia may have a situation where he will never wake up after drowsiness. 

 



There will be the situation that Sky Shield experts say – consciousness exists, but people have become 

poison. 

 

Just when Levi Garrison was in a thousand thoughts, there was a sudden movement outside the door. 

 

“It’s all here, then come in!” 

 

Levi Garrison said coldly. 

 

The voice fell. 

 

Five people have entered the room. 

 

There are Eastern faces and Western faces. 

 

All five are strong. 

 

Although not god-level. 

 

These people visited late at night without any hostility. 

 

This made Levi Garrison very puzzled. 

 

What are they here for? 

 

“Tell me who you are? What are you coming for!” 



 

Levi Garrison said. 

 

“Our identity is very simple! Hydra is our enemy!” 

 

“It’s not just us, there are thousands of people! We have only one purpose – get rid of the Hydra!” 

 

one of them said. 

 

“Oh, those who hate Hydra!” 

 

Levi Garrison nodded. 

 

“Hydra has existed in the world for a long time. They are notorious and have done many, many evil 

things! There are too many enemies in the world! Especially they have accumulated for too long!” 

 

“Countless people have been looking for them, but Hydra has always been secretive! There is no way to 

find them! If they hadn’t taken refuge in the War Bear Kingdom this time, I’m afraid everyone would still 

be unable to find them!” 

 

“We have counted these days. According to the power of the Hydra’s enemies, there are at least 50,000 

or 60,000 people in the world! The number of people can’t be calculated! 

 

Those who have been looking for Hydra to seek revenge, we count at least more than 4,800 forces 

looking for them! “ 

 

… 



 

As soon as this word came out. 

 

Levi Garrison was also shocked. 

 

It seems that Hydra is really notorious. 

 

Offended so many people. 

 

It can be seen that this bunch of bad things have been done. 

 

This is only what they have counted, and there may be more that cannot be counted. 

 

Maybe more forces and people were directly silenced by Hydra. 


